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a b s t r a c t 

Post-task responses (PTRs) are transitionary responses occurring for several seconds between the end of a stimu- 

lus/task and a period of rest. The most well-studied of these are beta band (13 – 30 Hz) PTRs in motor networks 

following movement, often called post-movement beta rebounds, which have been shown to differ in patients 

with schizophrenia and autism. Previous studies have proposed that beta PTRs reflect inhibition of task-positive 

networks to enable a return to resting brain activity, scaling with cognitive demand and reflecting cortical self- 

regulation. It is unknown whether PTRs are a phenomenon of the motor system, or whether they are a more 

general self-modulatory property of cortex that occur following cessation of higher cognitive processes as well as 

movement. To test this, we recorded magnetoencephalography (MEG) responses in 20 healthy participants to a 

working-memory task, known to recruit cortical networks associated with higher cognition. Our results revealed 

PTRs in the theta, alpha and beta bands across many regions of the brain, including the dorsal attention network 

(DAN) and lateral visual regions. These PTRs increased significantly (p < 0.05) in magnitude with working- 

memory load, an effect which is independent of oscillatory modulations occurring over the task period as well 

as those following individual stimuli. Furthermore, we showed that PTRs are functionally related to reaction 

times in left lateral visual (p < 0.05) and left parietal (p < 0.1) regions, while the oscillatory responses measured 

during the task period are not. Importantly, motor PTRs following button presses did not modulate with task con- 

dition, suggesting that PTRs in different networks are driven by different aspects of cognition. Our findings show 

that PTRs are not limited to motor networks but are widespread in regions which are recruited during the task. 

We provide evidence that PTRs have unique properties, scaling with cognitive load and correlating significantly 

with behaviour. Based on the evidence, we suggest that PTRs inhibit task-positive network activity to enable a 

transition to rest, however, further investigation is required to uncover their role in neuroscience and pathology. 
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. Introduction 

Post-task responses (PTRs) occur in a transition period, starting when

 stimulus or task has ended, lasting for up to ten seconds before the

rain returns to resting state and the associated oscillatory rhythms.

TRs have previously been termed post-stimulus responses or rebounds,

rimarily due to them being studied in response to simple sensorimo-
List of abbreviations: MEG, Magnetoencephalography; PTR, Post Task Response; 

ost Movement Beta Rebound; MRBD, Movement Related Beta Decrease; ERS/ERD, E

eaction Times; TH, Targets Hit; FP, False Presses; rm-ANOVA, Repeated Measure

emporoparietal Junction; DAN, Dorsal Attention Network; DMN, Default Mode Netw
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or stimuli rather than higher cognitive tasks. They are commonly re-

orted in electrophysiological recordings using electroencephalography

EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG), primarily in the motor cor-

ex ( Fry et al. 2016 ; Pakenham et al. 2020 ; Robson et al. 2016 ). In

ddition, haemodynamic PTRs are documented in studies using func-

ional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) ( Frahm et al. 1996 ) and ob-

erved over a variety of brain regions ( Gonzalez-Castillo et al. 2012 ;
OTR, Oscillatory Task Response; OSR, Oscillatory Stimulus Response; PMBR, 

vent Related Synchronisation/Desynchronisation; WM, Working Memory; RT, 
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anlon et al. 2016 ; Yamamoto et al. 2014 ). The origin of the haemo-

ynamic PTR, neuronal or vascular, remains an area of active research

ue to the complexity of the blood oxygenation level dependant (BOLD)

ignal ( van Zijl et al. 2012 ; Uludag and Blinder 2018 ). Current knowl-

dge is lacking with regards to the prevalence of electrophysiological

TRs across the whole brain and the functional role they play. This

ork focuses on electrophysiological PTRs across all frequency bands

s a direct, and potentially unique, measure of neuronal activity. 

The beta band (13 – 30 Hz) PTR in the motor cortex, often termed

he post-movement beta rebound (PMBR), is the most well-studied elec-

rophysiological PTR. The PMBR is characterised by a rise in beta

and power above baseline following cessation of movement, driven

y increased probability of beta bursting events ( Pfurtscheller 1981 ;

furtscheller and Lopes da Silva 1999 ). These are induced, rather than

voked, effects and are currently not thought to be related to other well

ocumented evoked responses such as error-related negativity (ERN)

 Falkenstein et al. 1991 ; Gehring et al. 1995 ; Gehring et al. 2018 ) or

ontingent negative variation (CNV) ( Walter 1968 ; Babiloni et al. 2005 ),

lthough explicit relationships are yet to be investigated. The PMBR

odulates with various task parameters, e.g., increases with force

utput ( Fry et al. 2016 ) and decreases with movement duration

 Pakenham et al. 2020 ). The PMBR has also been shown to dif-

er in several patient populations compared to healthy controls

 Gascoyne et al. 2021 ; Liddle et al. 2016 ; Robson et al. 2016 ;

aetz et al. 2020 ). The response preceding the PMBR, termed the

ovement-related beta decrease (MRBD), remained unchanged during

hese experiments. Together, these studies showed that the PMBR is

odulated independently of the MRBD and can be predictive of symp-

oms related to disease severity in a way that the MRBD is not. In

urn, this suggests that the PMBR is a window into a period of unique

rain activity. The neural mechanisms underlying the PMBR remain un-

nown, but it has been posited that the PMBR is required to actively in-

ibit the motor network to prevent further movement from taking place

 Chen et al. 1999 ; Pakenham et al. 2020 ). Pakenham et al suggested

hat task difficulty drives PMBR amplitude, such that greater cognitive

oad in the motor network requires greater levels of inhibition (thus

arger PMBR) when returning to rest. The direct relationship between

ifficulty and the PMRB was not tested directly as there were no dif-

erences in behavioural measures of task difficulty that could be related

o PMBR amplitude. Another hypothesis is that the PMBR is a marker

f certainty in the brain’s feed-forward model related to the task, such

hat greater uncertainty in the motor action leads to diminished PMBRs

 Tan et al. 2014 ). The two studies above cannot be directly compared,

s the study by Pakenham et al varied the duration of grip force, which

hanged the difficulty of the motor action, whereas the study by Tan et

l varied the degree of mismatch between the internal motor plan and

he outcome of the motion, thus modulating motor uncertainty rather

han difficulty of execution. 

Outside of the motor system, relatively few reports of PTRs have

een documented. Alpha band (8 – 13 Hz) PTRs have been reported

n the visual cortex ( Mullinger et al. 2017 ), although these are poorly

tudied. To our knowledge, there have been no reported electrophys-

ological PTRs outside of the primary cortex (i.e., outside of primary

otor, somatosensory, visual or auditory cortices). Liddle et al reported

 “post-stimulus response ” in the insula following task-relevant stim-

li ( Liddle et al. 2016 ). However, this response began whilst the visual

timulus was presented and took place in a period of active memory

aintenance, i.e., not before the brain returns to rest as per our def-

nition of a PTR. Thus, it is unclear whether the response reported by

iddle et al is a true PTR or an oscillatory response generated for memory

aintenance ( Jensen et al. 2002 ; Tuladhar et al. 2007 ). It is currently

nknown whether PTRs are unique to the primary cortex and basic sen-

ory processing, or whether they are also elicited in higher order areas

ollowing complex cognitive processes. The distinction is important as it

etermines whether PTRs are a functional property of primary cortical

egions, or a ubiquitous self-modulatory property of the entire cortex. 
2 
To study PTRs following higher cognitive processes we employ an n-

ack task that: i) recruits brain regions associated with higher cognitive

ctivity; ii) maintains a relatively constant load in the recruited brain

egions during task periods so that the task has definitive on/off periods;

ii) modulates cognitive load between task conditions without changing

ensory input. Crucially, our n-back task contained long (30 s) rest pe-

iods after each task period, allowing for the study of PTRs. We hypoth-

sise that PTRs occur in higher cognitive regions and provide unique

nformation about cognitive processing which is not obtained from the

scillatory task-response (OTR, average MEG response measured dur-

ng the task period). Furthermore, we aim to corroborate the previously

osed hypothesis ( Pakenham et al. 2020 ) that PTRs are driven by per-

eived task difficulty by relating PTR amplitude to behavioural measures

f task performance. This will provide vital new information as to the

unctional importance of PTRs. 

. Materials and Methods 

.1. Subjects 

20 healthy volunteers (10 female, aged 26 ± 4 [mean ± SD] years)

ook part in this study, which was approved by the University of Not-

ingham Medical School Research Ethics Committee and in compliance

ith all COVID-19 standard operating procedures. All volunteers gave

ritten, informed consent. 

.2. Paradigm 

A summary of the n-back paradigm used in the experiment is shown

n Fig. 1 . The n-back task conditions were 0-back, 1-back and 2-back

 Fig. 1 C), in order of increasing working memory (WM) load. Subjects

ere instructed to use their right index finger to press a button when a

arget letter was shown. Depending on the block condition, the target

etter was either the letter ‘x’ (0-back), the same letter as the letter be-

ore (1-back), or the same letter as two letters before (2-back). At the

tart of each block, an instruction screen was presented for 2 s which

isplayed the forthcoming task condition. During a task period, 15 let-

ers (which we term stimuli), 4 of which were targets, were presented

or 1 s each in a pseudorandom order, with 1 s of blank screen between

equential letters. Each task period was followed by a 30 s rest period,

uring which a fixation dot was shown. The instruction screen, task

eriod, and rest period formed an experimental block lasting 62 s. The

xperiment comprised of 2 runs with 8 blocks per condition in each run.

locks were arranged in a different pseudorandom order for each of the

uns. The oscillatory task response (OTR) window was defined as 0.5

29.5 s, and encompasses slow induced oscillatory changes that span

he entire task window, while the post-task response (PTR) window was

efined as 31.5 – 33.5 s, positioned at the peak of post-task induced os-

illatory changes. The oscillatory stimulus response (OSR) window was

efined as 0.3 – 0.5 s following the start of each stimulus presentation,

ositioned around the peak of fast induced changes that occur following

ach new WM item. 

.3. Data Acquisition 

Data were collected at a sampling rate of 600 Hz using a 275-channel

TF MEG system (MISL, Coquitlam, BC, Canada) in third order gra-

iometer configuration. Head localisation coils were attached to the

ubjects’ nasion and preauricular points prior to scanning to provide

ducial markers for head localisation. The coils were energised before

he start and after the end of each run to provide a measure of overall

ead movement. The subjects were scanned in a seated position in front

f a projector screen approximately 80 cm away that displayed the stim-

li for the experiment. An eye-tracker (EyeLink, Ottawa, Canada) was

sed to monitor the subjects to ensure they remained awake during the

elatively long rest periods. 
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Fig. 1. The n-back paradigm. 

Panel A : Each block started with an instruction screen at -2 s, which read either “0-back ”, “1-back ” or “2-back ”, indicating the condition that would follow. The 

task period started at 0 s, lasting for 30 s. The rest period started at 30 s and lasted for 30 s. At 60 s, the instruction screen for the next block was shown. The 

oscillatory task response (OTR) window (0.5 - 29.5 s), the post-task response (PTR) window (31.5 - 33.5 s) and the baseline window (48 - 58 s) are shown. Panel B 

shows the timing of the presentation of individual stimuli and indicates oscillatory stimulus response (OSR) window (0.3 - 0.5 s following the start of each stimulus 

presentation). Panel C shows the three different task conditions, with the red boxes indicating the target letters. Each subject completed a total of 16 blocks of each 

condition, in a pseudorandom order, spread over two separate runs. 
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In between the two runs, a 3D digital mesh of the head and fiducial

oils was acquired using a structure sensor (Occipital, Colorado, USA).

efore the head digitisation, subjects were fitted with a swimming cap to

atten down hair, and green stickers were placed on the fiducial coils

o enable easy identification of these locations on the head. The digi-

ised head surface and fiducial locations were then co-registered with

n anatomical MRI (T 1 -weighted MPRAGE sequence acquired on either

 3T or 7T MRI scanner) to allow the position of the sensors relative to

he brain to be determined. 

.4. Data Analysis 

.4.1. Behavioural metrics 

Button press responses were used to calculate three primary be-

avioural metrics relating to n-back task performance: targets hit (TH),

alse presses (FP) and reaction times (RT). Both TH and FP were cal-

ulated using an acceptance threshold of 1.8 s, i.e., a correct button

ress must have occurred within 1.8 s of the start of presentation of the

arget, and similarly, a false press must have occurred within 1.8 s of

 non-target being presented. RT were only measured for correct but-

on presses. These measures were averaged across runs and subjects to

ive an overall measure for each condition. The significance of modula-

ions between conditions of each behavioural measure were found using

epeated-measures analysis of variance (rm-ANOVA) tests. 

.4.2. MEG Pre-processing 

The sensor-level MEG data were bandpass filtered into 1-150 Hz and

C offset was removed. Data were segmented into blocks and grouped

y task condition. Eye-tracker data were visually inspected to ascer-

ain whether subjects had stayed awake. Each 62 s block was visually

nspected and any that contained sensor resets or movement were re-

oved. After removal of noisy data, an average of 46 ± 1 blocks per

ubject remained across all conditions to be used for all further analysis.

ye-blink and cardiac artifacts were then removed from the remaining

ata using ICA in Fieldtrip ( https://www.fieldtriptoolbox.org/ ). All 20

ubject datasets remained for further analysis after the pre-processing. 
3 
.4.3. Activation Maps and Timecourses 

A linearly-constrained minimum-variance beamformer was applied

o the entire subject dataset to transform the sensor-level data into

ource-space, with 4 mm cubic voxels, using the covariance of the entire

ubject dataset. Two separate contrasts were used to calculate pseudo

-statistic (T -stat) maps of the OTR and PTR modulations to the task.

he T -stat maps were created using the following time-windows: i) the

TR window (0.5 - 29.5 s); ii) the PTR window, (31.5 - 33.5 s), when the

TR was expected to be the largest. For each of these time windows the

-back condition was contrasted against the 0-back condition to iden-

ify the regions which were most strongly modulated by condition. This

ontrast was preferable over contrasting each time window with a sec-

ion of the rest period as it was invariant to baseline drifting – this was

specially important with the PTR T -stat maps as the PTR window only

asted 2 s, and would therefore be very sensitive to the 2 s contrast win-

ow within the rest period that was chosen. To identify PTR activity

hich may occur in different frequency bands, T- stat maps were calcu-

ated for the following: theta (4 - 8 Hz), alpha (8 - 13 Hz), beta (13 - 30

z), low gamma (30 - 50 Hz) and high gamma (50 – 100 Hz) bands. For

ompleteness, additional analysis to create T -stat maps by contrasting

he OTR time window (0.5 – 29.5 s) with a conventional rest window

30.5 – 59.5 s) [which encompasses the PTR period] was performed,

kin to previous studies ( Brookes et al. 2011 ; Luckhoo et al. 2012 ) (see

upplementary Information). 

The T -stat maps for each subject and frequency band were moved

nto the standard MNI space using the MNI 152 brain template, allowing

aps to be averaged to create a set of group T -stat maps. The anatomical

asks ( Table 1 ) were transformed into individual subject-space and ap-

lied to the original T -stat maps for each subject. The peak (maxima or

inima) T -stat within each masked region was found for each subject to

ecome the virtual electrode (VE) location, representing the location of

aximal event-related synchronisation/desynchronisation (ERS/ERD),

espectively. Broadband (1 - 150 Hz) VE timecourses were extracted

rom these VE locations. The timecourses from each VE were then used

o create time-frequency spectrograms (TFS) to identify whether re-

ponses at a given location were broadband or frequency band specific.

https://www.fieldtriptoolbox.org/
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Table 1 

Anatomical masks. 

Mask Name OTR/PTR Window Band(s) Source/Ref 

Frontal OTR, PTR Theta Combined AAL regions 

Left Parietal OTR, PTR Alpha, Beta Combined AAL regions 

Right Parietal OTR Alpha, Beta Combined AAL regions 

Left Lateral Visual OTR, PTR Alpha ( Przezdzik et al. 2013 ; Wilson et al. 2015 ) 

Right Lateral Visual OTR Alpha ( Przezdzik et al. 2013 ; Wilson et al. 2015 ) 

Left Frontal Eye Field PTR Beta ( Przezdzik et al. 2013 ; Wilson et al. 2015 ) 

Right TPJ PTR Theta ( Mars et al. 2012 ) 

Left Sensorimotor PTR Theta ( Przezdzik et al. 2013 ; Wilson et al. 2015 ) 

Masks used to interrogate the strongest responses during the OTR window (0.5 - 29.5 s) and PTR 

window (31.5 - 33.5 s). 
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he TFS were made by taking the power envelope of bandpass filtered

ata for a range of frequency limits (2 - 4 Hz, 4 - 8 Hz, 8 - 12 Hz, 12

 16 Hz, 16 - 20 Hz, 20 - 24 Hz, 24 - 28 Hz, 28 - 32 Hz), before av-

raging over blocks for each frequency so that the time evolution of

verage spectral data over a block period could be plotted. Then, using

he same frequency limits as the corresponding T- stat maps, the data

rom each location were bandpass filtered, Hilbert transformed and the

esultant power envelopes were averaged over blocks to produce block-

veraged timecourses for each subject and condition. Baselines were

emoved (usually referred to as baseline-correction) from the TFS and

imecourses using the time-window of 48 - 58 s (see Fig. 1 A) and av-

raged across subjects to reveal group-level effects for each frequency

and and location. 

To reveal statistical differences between conditions, time-averaged

scillatory power was calculated for each subject during the rele-

ant time-window for each response (e.g. the timecourses at loca-

ions/frequencies with maximal PTR activity were averaged across the

ime-window of the PTR and similarly for OTRs). Each of these average

esponses were tested for significant modulations between conditions

sing rm-ANOVA. Bonferroni correction was used to adjust p-values for

ultiple comparisons. In regions where a significant effect of condition

as observed after Bonferroni correction, post-hoc t-tests were used to

stablish which condition(s) were driving the measured effects. 

To test whether the PTR modulations between conditions in a given

requency band were independent from the changes in OTR we per-

ormed a regression analysis. For regions and frequency bands where a

esponse was observed in both time windows (see Table 1 ), individual

ubject OTR and PTR measures were taken for each block. A simple lin-

ar regression (SLR) between these measures for a given region and fre-

uency band was then performed, and the trend between OTR and PTR

mplitude was removed from the PTR amplitude to create the residual

TR amplitude for each block. The average residual PTR was calculated

ver blocks for each condition, and rm-ANOVAs were performed across

onditions over the group to determine whether modulations were sig-

ificant, again corrected for multiple comparisons. 

To compare PTRs following higher cognition with the well-studied

MBR, the beta response following successful button presses was anal-

sed. The VE location was taken from a T -stat map that contrasted the

MBR window (0.5 – 1.5 s following each button press) with the MRBD

indow (-0.5 – 0.5 s around each button press), which was then used

o plot the peak beta band timecourse with an epoch of -1 – 2 s around

he button press. The MRBD and PMBR windows were both tested for

ignificant modulation with task condition using rm-ANOVA. 

Additional analyses were performed to investigate the relationship

etween PTRs and the oscillatory stimulus response (OSR, oscillatory

esponse following each letter presentation), see Fig. 1 B and Supple-

entary Information. 

.4.4. Neural-Behaviour Correlations 

To test our hypothesis that PTRs are related to behavioural measures

f task difficulty we related the PTRs to RT. For both the behavioural

nd oscillatory measures, the difference between 2-back and 1-back was
4 
alculated per subject. SLRs were then performed to find the correla-

ion and corresponding p values between RT and oscillatory response

n regions containing a peak in both the OTR and PTR period T -stat

aps. The difference between 2-back and 1-back was chosen as there

as much greater variability in the RT of subjects performing the 0-

ack condition than 1-back condition. The reason for this may have

een waning concentration due to the simplicity of the 0-back condi-

ion. It could also be argued that 0-back is not a level of an n-back task

s no WM items are stored, and so the behavioural responses to this

ondition may not follow the same trends as other n-back levels. We

lso performed the same analysis with the residual PTRs after regress-

ng out the contribution of OTRs. This allowed us to see if relationships

etween PTRs and RT were strengthened or weakened by the removal

f any OTR contribution to signal modulations. 

. Results 

.1. Behavioural Results 

Analysis of button presses yielded the group-averaged behavioural

esults shown in Fig. 2 , including targets hit (TH), false presses (FP)

nd reaction times (RT). All three behavioural metrics modulated sig-

ificantly (p < 0.05, rm-ANOVA) with task condition. Post-hoc t-tests

evealed that RT modulated significantly (p < 0.05, t-test) between all

airs of conditions, whereas TH and FP did not show a significant dif-

erence between 0-back and 1-back. 

.2. Activation Maps 

Investigation of the gamma band responses in both the task and PTR

ime-windows showed that there were no visible gamma (30 - 100 Hz)

esponses. A response which appeared in the low frequency gamma (30

 50 Hz) band appeared to be bleed-through from the beta band. There-

ore, no further analysis on the gamma band was conducted. 

Pseudo T-statistic (T -stat) maps showing OTR modulations with con-

ition can be seen in Fig. 3 A, for the theta [4 - 8 Hz] ( Fig. 3 Ai), alpha

8 - 13 Hz] ( Fig. 3 Aii) and beta [13 - 30 Hz] ( Fig. 3 Aiii) bands. Addi-

ional contrasts of task (0.5 – 29.5 s) vs rest (30.5 – 59.5 s) can be seen

n the Supplementary Information section (Fig. S5). In Fig. 3 , positive

alues represent an increase in oscillatory power in the 2-back condi-

ion compared with the 0-back condition, while negative values repre-

ent a decrease in oscillatory power between these conditions. Fig. 3 A

hows that: power in the theta band increased in the prefrontal cortex

nd decreased in parietal and lateral visual regions; power in the alpha

and decreased in parietal and lateral visual regions; power in the beta

and decreased in the parietal lobe and to a lesser extent, the frontal eye

elds, during the 2-back condition compared with the 0-back condition.

Fig. 3 B shows T -stat maps of modulations in the theta ( Fig. 3 Bi), al-

ha ( Fig. 3 Bii) and beta ( Fig. 3 Biii) bands during the post-task (PTR)

ime-window. When comparing the 2-back with the 0-back condition,

ower in the theta band decreased in the prefrontal cortex, the right
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Fig. 2. Behavioural responses to the n-back task. 

Behavioural results from the n-back task showing the modulation in targets hit (TH), false presses (FP) and reaction times (RT) with condition, averaged over all 

subjects. Error bars denote the standard error over subjects. Significant (p < 0.05, rm-ANOVA) modulation of measured response with condition is denoted by an 

asterisk ( ∗ ). Post-hoc t-tests revealed that RT modulated significantly (p < 0.05, t-test) between all pairs of conditions, but TH and FP did not modulate significantly 

between 0-back and 1-back. 

Fig. 3. Group T -stat maps. 

A set of group pseudo T-statistic (T -stat) maps, displayed on MNI-152 brain, found by contrasting the 2-back condition with 0-back, during the task window 

(column A , 0.5 - 29.5 s) and the PTR window (column B , 31.5 - 33.5 s). Results are filtered into the theta (row i , 4 – 8 Hz), alpha (row ii , 8 - 13 Hz) and beta (row 

iii , 13 - 30 Hz) bands. Panels Ai and Aii mirror previous studies, showing a frontal theta event-related synchronisation (ERS), and posterior theta and alpha 

event-related desynchronisation (ERD). Panel Aiii shows a beta ERD in the dorsal attention network (DAN), while panels Bii and Biii show alpha and beta ERS in 

the left lateralised DAN in the PTR window. 
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emporoparietal junction (TPJ), and the left motor cortex, whilst it in-

reased in the left lateral visual and left auditory cortices ( Fig. 3 Bi).

ower in the alpha band increased in the left parietal and left lateral

isual regions ( Fig. 3 Bii). Power in the beta band increased in the left

rontal eye field and left parietal cortex, and to a lesser extent, the right

rontal eye field ( Fig. 3 Biii). These observations enabled the selection of

egions for further interrogation shown in Table 1 . 
5 
.3. Peak Timecourses 

Visual inspection of group T -stat maps in Fig. 3 allowed identifi-

ation of relevant brain regions activated by the task. The anatomical

asks shown in Table 1 were then used to interrogate the strongest

esponses over the group ( Przezdzik et al. 2013 ; Wilson et al. 2015 ;

ars et al. 2012 ; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002 ). 
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Fig. 4. Group timecourses and average power modulations. 

Timecourses and bar charts from peak T-stat locations in each frequency band. Panels A and C show group averaged timecourses from representative OTR and PTR 

locations in each frequency band (other timecourses can be seen in Fig. S1 and S3). Timecourses were averaged during the relevant time windows to give the 

average power over the time windows for each region which is displayed in the bar charts (panels B [OTR] and D [PTR]). Panels A and B show effects during the 

OTR window (0.5 - 29.5 s), whilst panels C and D show effects during the PTR window (31.5 - 33.5 s). Bar charts that show significant (p < 0.05, rm-ANOVA) 

change across conditions are marked with an asterisk ( ∗ ). Shading around timecourses (A and C) and error bars (B and D) denote standard error over subjects for 

each measure. 
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As can be seen in Table 1 , parietal and lateral visual theta responses

ere excluded from the rest of the analysis because time-frequency spec-

rograms (TFS) revealed that the effects were likely bleed-through from

he alpha band. The frontal eye field beta OTR responses were also ex-

luded as they were relatively weak compared to those in the parietal

obe ( Fig. 3 row iii). 

Fig. 4 A shows representative group timecourses from peak OTR lo-

ations in each frequency band (all region timecourses are shown in

ig. S1). The timecourses show a large change in OTR power in each

f the frequency bands in 2-back compared with the other conditions.

he time-averaged OTR for all regions-of-interest, depicted in Table 1 ,

an be seen in Fig. 4 B. The TFS for each of these regions for the 2-back

ondition can also be seen in Figure S2. When averaging over the OTR

ime window, all regions interrogated modulated significantly (p < 0.05,

m-ANOVA) with task condition after Bonferroni correction, as shown

n Fig. 4 B. Post-hoc t-tests showed that for all regions, there were sig-

ificant (p < 0.05, t-test) modulations between all pairs of conditions.

nterestingly, the change in oscillatory power between 2-back and 1-

ack was much larger in magnitude than the change between 1-back

nd 0-back. 

Fig. 4 C shows representative group timecourses from peak PTR lo-

ations in each frequency band, with the inset highlighting the time-
6 
ourses during the PTR time-window (all region timecourses are shown

n Fig. S3). Post-task rebounds in the alpha ( Fig. 4 Cii) and beta bands

 Fig. 4 Ciii), previously only observed in the primary cortex following

ovement or visual stimuli, are clearly visible in the left parietal cortex

nd left frontal eye field, both regions which are associated with higher

ognitive activity. The theta band ( Fig. 4 Ci) also shows a clear PTR, al-

hough this is an event-related desynchronisation (ERD) rather than an

vent-related synchronisation (ERS) and is primarily seen in the 2-back

ondition. The TFS for each of these regions for the 2-back condition

an also be seen in Figure S4. 

Fig. 4 D shows the average PTR amplitude in all the regions of in-

erest named in Table 1 . Apart from theta in the right TPJ, all PTRs

odulated significantly (p < 0.05, rm-ANOVA) with task condition af-

er Bonferroni correction. As found for the task region responses, post-

oc t-tests showed that for alpha band activity in left lateral visual and

eta band activity in left parietal regions and left frontal eye field, there

ere significant modulations in the PTRs between all pairs of condi-

ions. However, in contrast to the task-window responses, the PTRs in

he theta band activity in frontal and left motor regions and alpha band

ctivity in the left parietal region, there were no significant differences

etween the 0-back and 1-back conditions, with 2-back condition driv-

ng the measured PTR modulations in these regions. 
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Fig. 5. Dorsal attention network. 

Group-averaged beta timecourses across the whole dorsal attention network (DAN), at locations of peak activity during the OTR (i, 0.5 - 29.5 s) and PTR (ii, 31.5 - 

33.5 s) time-windows. Bar charts on the right show average power in the corresponding time windows across conditions. Activity during both time windows 

modulated significantly (p < 0.05, rm-ANOVA) with task condition, denoted with an asterisk ( ∗ ). Post-hoc t-tests showed that all pairs of conditions varied 

significantly (p < 0.05, t-test) in both time-windows. Shading around timecourses and error bars on bar charts represent standard error over subjects for each 

measure. 
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Fig. 6. Post-movement beta rebound. 

The well-studied beta response to movement in the motor cortex. Panel A 

shows a T-stat map found by contrasting the PMBR period (0.5 – 1.5 s relative 

to button press) with the MRBD period (-0.5 – 0.5 s relative to button press) 

across all conditions. A clear positive peak can be seen in the left 

(contralateral) motor cortex. Panel B shows the extracted timecourses for each 

condition, averaged over all correct button presses and over all subjects. The 

time axis is set such that zero is the time of the button press. The shaded area 

around each line denoting the standard error over subjects. There were no 

significant modulations between conditions during the MRBD nor the PMBR. 

Baselines were removed from timecourses using 48 – 58 s used in Figs. 4 , S1 

and S3. Panel C shows the relationship over subjects between the mean PMBR 

with the mean DAN PTR over all conditions. ∗ denotes a significant (p < 0.05) 

correlation. 

r  

P
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w  
.4. Dorsal Attention Network 

In both time-windows, beta band activity was localised to the dor-

al attention network (DAN). The group-averaged timecourse for beta

ctivity averaged over all nodes of the DAN can be seen in Fig. 5 , with

aximum OTR modulation shown in Fig. 5 i and maximum PTR modu-

ation shown in Fig. 5 ii. Both the OTR in Fig. 5 i and the PTR in Fig. 5 ii

odulated significantly (p < 0.05, rm-ANOVA) between all pairs of con-

itions. 

.5. Motor Cortex Response 

Fig. 6 shows the group-average peak motor response in the beta band

hen contrasting the PMBR to the MRBD. The peak PMBR location is

hown in the T -stat map in Fig. 6 A, found by contrasting the PMBR win-

ow (0.5 – 1.5 s following each button press) with the MRBD window

-0.5 – 0.5 s around each button press). The group-average timecourse

n response to correct button presses is shown in Fig. 6 B for each con-

ition, with the button press occurring at t = 0. The baseline used (48

58 s) was the same as the timecourses in Figs. 4 , S1 and S3. Using

m-ANOVA, we found no significant modulation between task condi-

ion in either the MRBD or PMBR. SLR results are shown in Fig. 6 C,

omparing average PMBR following button presses with average PTR in

he DAN following task blocks, for each subject. PMBR correlated sig-

ificantly with PTR in the DAN, despite the PMBR not modulating with

ask condition, showing that subjects with large PMBRs tend to also have

arge PTRs in the DAN. However, the two responses differ in that the

AN is functionally modulated by the n-back task, whereas the PMBR is

ot. 

.6. OTR-PTR Relationship 

The residual PTR amplitudes after regressing out OTR amplitudes

an be seen in Fig. 7 . In all regions where both OTR and PTR effects were

bserved, the residual PTR signals still showed significant modulation

etween conditions (Bonferroni corrected), suggesting that the OTR and

TR are largely independent. In addition, the time locked oscillatory
7 
esponses following each stimulus presentation are not related to the

TR - this is explored in the Supplementary Information (Figure S6). 

.7. Neural-Behaviour Correlations 

The results of relating RT to oscillatory activity are shown in Fig. 8 ,

ith OTR against RT in Fig. 8 A and PTR against RT in Fig. 8 B. The anal-
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Fig. 7. Residual PTR power modulations. 

Average PTR power (as shown in Fig. 4 ) after the OTR signals have been regressed out for each subject. Only the regions and frequency bands where both an OTR 

and PTR modulation were measured were included in these analyses. A significant (p < 0.05, RM-ANOVA) change across conditions is marked with an asterisk ( ∗ ). 

Error bars denote standard error over subjects. 
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sis showed no significant correlation between oscillatory power in the

ask window (0.5 – 29.5 s) and RT, for any of the regions. However,

he alpha band PTR amplitude in the left lateral visual region showed

 significant (p < 0.05, SLR) positive correlation with RT, meaning that

 subject with greater increase in alpha PTR amplitude also had longer

T in 2-back compared to 1-back condition. Similar correlation was seen

or left parietal alpha power and RT, albeit a trend (p < 0.1, SLR). These

esults were not corrected for multiple comparisons, as with only 20 par-

icipants, methods such as Bonferroni correction would likely suppress

ny real effects in the data. 

Residual PTRs in the same four regions were correlated with RT, as

hown in Fig. 8 C. The left lateral visual alpha band PTR and RT cor-

elation remained the same, however there was no longer a trend be-

ween left parietal alpha band PTR and RT. Interestingly, the frontal

heta band relationship with the RT became significant. In this region a

arge change theta ERD in the PTR window was associated with a small

hange in RT between the two conditions. 

. Discussion 

Post-task responses have been studied extensively in the motor

ortex ( Barratt et al. 2017 ; Gascoyne et al. 2021 ; Hunt et al. 2019 ;

iddle et al. 2016 ; Fry et al. 2016 ; Pakenham et al. 2020 ;

aetz et al. 2020 ; Jurkiewicz et al. 2006 ), especially in the beta band.

owever, despite several standing hypotheses, there is no clear consen-

us on the functional role of PMBRs, and there has been no evidence

hat PTRs occur outside of the primary cortex following complex cog-

itive processes. We showed that PTRs are a ubiquitous phenomenon,

easured in regions across the brain, including higher cognitive re-

ions associated with the dorsal attention network (DAN), and across

he theta, alpha, and beta frequency bands. These PTRs follow cessa-

ion of higher cognitive processes (attention, working memory) rather

han simple sensory processes such as movement or visual stimulation.

n several regions, the PTR magnitudes increased significantly with WM

oad, suggesting a functional relationship to cognitive scaling. Further-

ore, we show that PTRs contain unique information through several

nalyses. First, they are not simply explained by the preceding OTRs

 Fig. 7 ) or OSRs (Fig S6). In addition, the RT of a subject performing

he task were predictive of alpha PTR amplitudes in lateral visual (p <

.05, SLR) and parietal (p < 0.1, SLR) regions, whereas RT were not

redictive of OTR amplitude in the same regions. When OTR amplitude

as regressed from the PTR amplitude, the significant (p < 0.05, SLR)

lpha correlation with RT remained and a significant (p < 0.05, SLR)
8 
orrelation between theta band PTR in frontal regions and RT was also

evealed ( Fig. 8 ). 

Previous fMRI studies have found activations to an n-back task

n the DAN that increase with load ( Weinberger et al. 1996 ;

allicott et al. 2003 ; Blokland et al. 2008 ; Owen et al. 2005 ). How-

ver, until now, there has been limited identification of this network

n electrophysiology studies, particularly in association with oscillatory

esponses. Luckhoo et al noted that left fronto-parietal network con-

ectivity was modulated in the 8 – 20 Hz frequency band during the

ask period, but not significantly ( Luckhoo et al. 2012 ). Huang et al

 Huang et al. 2019 ) showed there is a change in the alpha and beta

ands which appear to overlap with the DAN, but there was consider-

ble spatial blurring of the responses making it difficult to identify the

egions recruited. Previous EEG and MEG studies have more often re-

orted modulation of the default mode network (DMN) during the task

eriod ( Brookes et al. 2011 ; Popov et al. 2018 ), including frontal pole

nd bilateral parietal regions, which we also observe (Figure S5). Un-

ike these studies, we observe clear modulations of the DAN in the beta

and in both the task and post-task periods, as well as alpha modula-

ions in the DAN during the PTR window. The frontal nodes of the DAN

re most pronounced in the positive beta modulations during the PTR

eriod ( Fig. 3 Biii), but they can also be seen in the beta ERD during

he task period ( Fig. 3 Aiii). The modulations in the parietal nodes of

he DAN are most strongly seen in the alpha and beta bands during the

ask period ( Fig. 3 Aii, 3Aiii), as well as the alpha band during the PTR

eriod ( Fig. 3 Bii). It is worth noting that during the task window the pos-

erior nodes (parietal cortex) of the DAN are more pronounced in both

he alpha and beta bands, while the frontal nodes display much weaker

ctivations. This may be why in previous studies, which did not exam-

ne the PTR window, these parietal activations were associated with the

MN rather than the DAN. 

Overall, we see a decrease in DAN beta power during the task, fol-

owed by an increase in beta power above baseline following task ces-

ation. Both parts of the response modulate significantly (p < 0.05, rm-

NOVA) across conditions ( Fig. 5 ) although the modulations are not

mplicitly correlated ( Fig. 7 ). Interestingly, we did not see any PMBR

odulation with WM load to the button presses following target pre-

entation ( Fig. 6 ). We hypothesise that this is because the motor cortex

s not specifically recruited for working memory processes during the

-back task, instead being recruited for the button press motor action,

hich does not change in difficulty across conditions. 

In general, we suggest there are parallels which can be drawn be-

ween the PTR in the DAN to the n-back task and the PMBR in the mo-

or cortex for a motor task. In both instances a network, known to be
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Fig. 8. Correlating reaction times to average oscillatory power. 

Simple linear regressions across subjects between the change in reaction time ( ΔRT) and change in oscillatory power between 2-back and 1-back conditions, 

averaged over blocks. Panel A shows the OTR against RT, Panel B shows the PSR against RT and Panel C shows the PTR response after OTR response has been 

regressed out against RT. Only regions with T-stat peaks associated with both the OTR and PTR time windows were examined. An asterisk ( ∗ ) denotes a significant 

(p < 0.05) relationship between measures; while a dagger ( † ) denotes a trend (p < 0.1). R2 is the coefficient of determination denoting goodness of fit. 
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rucial for correct execution of the task, exhibits a beta ERD during the

ask, followed by a beta ERS after task cessation. Interestingly, we find

 significant correlation between the average PMBR response and the

verage DAN PTR response over subjects ( Fig. 6 C), suggesting a link

etween these two responses, with subjects who exhibit a large PTR in

he DAN also exhibiting a greater PMBR. However, it is difficult to de-

ermine whether this correlation is driven by a functional relationship

etween DAN PTRs and the PMBR or neural fingerprinting effects, i.e.,

ome subjects have higher measured beta power which is reflected in

oth the DAN and motor cortex. We propose that the beta PTR is not

nique to any particular task but is established in the cortical regions

r networks most strongly engaged during the task. In the case of the

-back task, the networks which are modulated by task condition are

hose involved in higher cognitive processes, leading to PTR modulation

n these regions. There is no change in the PMBR with task condition

s the motor action (button press) remains the same, placing the same

oad on the motor network despite the changing WM load. Further work

s needed to explore the links between responses in different regions to

ifferent tasks. 

In addition to beta band PTRs, we also show responses in the al-

ha and theta frequency bands. Although alpha PTRs were visible in

he DAN, there was a far stronger response in parietal than frontal re-

ions. The alpha response was also seen in lateral visual regions during

he task and PTR time-windows. The difference in the locations of the
9 
esponses may reflect the locations of the primary sources of alpha and

eta, with both bands serving to transition these brain regions to rest. In-

reases in alpha are now synonymous with the concept of inhibiting task

rrelevant information ( Roux and Uhlhaas 2014 ; Klimesch et al. 2007 ;

okoliuk et al. 2019 ; Jensen and Mazaheri 2010 ). Therefore, in the case

f the PTR, the increase in alpha power that we observe most likely rep-

esents reduced attention to external stimuli to enable the brain to return

o internal processes. Indeed, the idea that alpha and beta band activity

re working in concert, and perhaps should not be distinguished, is a

ell-documented concept within the frameworks that explain the role

f oscillations in WM tasks ( Hanslmayr et al. 2016 ; Griffiths et al. 2019 ).

A novel observation that we report is a theta ERD following task

essation ( Fig. 3 Ai, 4Ci), mostly localised to the prefrontal cortex.

e see several default mode network (DMN) regions modulate in the

heta band, including the medial prefrontal cortex, inferior parietal lob-

les and temporoparietal junction (Fig. S5i). Other studies have also

een DMN regions activated in the theta band during an n-back task

 Brookes et al. 2011 ; Luckhoo et al. 2012 ; Popov et al. 2018 ). Given

he fMRI studies that show the DMN is suppressed during an n-back

ask ( Pomarol-Clotet et al. 2008 ; Schneider et al. 2011 ), and the fact

hat theta power in DMN regions correlates negatively with BOLD

 Meltzer et al. 2007 ), it is possible that the frontal theta ERD during the

TR window represents reactivation of a network that was suppressed

uring the task. Similar to alpha/beta PTRs in the DAN and visual net-
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ork, the theta ERD may act to re-establish resting network activity, but

hrough re-activation rather than inhibition. 

All PTR amplitudes in Fig. 8 B increased with RT, regardless of sign

f the PTR. The strongest relationships with RT were seen in the alpha

and PTRs in left lateral visual (p < 0.05, SLR) and left parietal (p < 0.1,

LR) regions. Crucially, RT were not predictive of OTR amplitudes in the

ame regions ( Fig. 8 A). Removal of OTR contributions to the PTR am-

litudes took away the trend between RT and left parietal alpha band,

owever the relationship remained in left lateral visual alpha band, and

 new significant (p < 0.05, SLR) correlation was revealed between RT

nd residual PTR theta band activity in the frontal region ( Fig. 8 C). We

id not correct these results for multiple comparisons, as with such a

mall number of participants, it is likely that this would lead to any real

ffects being suppressed. It is therefore important that these results are

aken as a promising further indication that task and post-task oscilla-

ory responses are driven by different aspects of cognition, rather than

roof that PTRs are driven by reaction times. Our results corroborate the

ypothesis posed by Pakenham et al that task difficulty modulates the

TR ( Pakenham et al. 2020 ), however, we acknowledge that the find-

ngs presented require replication in larger cohorts in the future. The

act that the strongest relationships are seen in alpha band PTRs may

eflect the unique role that alpha plays in suppressing responses to ex-

ernal stimuli in order to return to rest. It is also possible that we see

he strongest relationship in alpha PTRs because this frequency band

ominates the oscillatory response to an n-back task (Fig. S2, S4), i.e.,

he relevant frequency band may differ between tasks. 

The lack of direct correlation between task performance metrics and

TRs is perhaps unsurprising given that the n-back task involves simul-

aneous encoding, retention and retrieval processes. In agreement with

ur findings, similar analysis using EEG showed no direct correlation

etween any single frequency band and behaviour ( Popov et al. 2018 ).

n an alternative approach, Takei et al separated the retention and en-

oding phases of the n-back task and showed that some alpha, beta and

amma oscillatory changes during the task were significantly related

o hit rate and RT ( Takei et al. 2016 ). A similar pattern was also ob-

erved by Huang et al ( Huang et al. 2019 ), although we note that their

ehavioural-neuronal relationship is primarily driven by the mild trau-

atic brain injury patients and in the healthy controls there appears

o be no clear correlation. Therefore, we suggest that the lack of cor-

elation OTRs with behaviour is due to the brain performing multiple

verlapping processes simultaneously, whereas in the PTR period the

rain is performing a single unique function to inhibit external inputs

nd allow the brain to return to internal processing of the resting state.

he level of inhibition required depends on cognitive demand felt by

he participant, which is reflected in RT. Repetition of these tests with

arger cohorts would confirm that there is no relationship between OTR

nd RT. 

Future studies should use different modalities and paradigms to in-

estigate the phenomena presented in this paper. Previous studies using

oncurrent EEG-fMRI have found that electrophysiological PTRs to me-

ian nerve and visual stimuli correspond to undershoots in BOLD data

 Mullinger et al. 2017 ). The use of concurrent EEG-fMRI would allow

s to directly explore the BOLD correlates of the PTRs presented in this

aper. It would also facilitate the study of deep brain structures that

re difficult to observe with EEG or MEG, providing a more complete

icture of functional network dynamics when the brain moves between

ctive and resting states. Future studies should also look at different

atient populations to see if PTRs following higher cognitive processes

re modulated by illness in the same way as the PMBR or if there are

ifferent mechanisms in play. 

. Conclusion 

We used a bespoke n-back task to investigate PTRs in brain regions

nd networks associated with higher cognition. Our investigation re-

ealed that PTRs are a ubiquitous phenomenon in the brain, occurring in
10 
ultiple frequency bands (theta, alpha, beta) and brain regions outside

f the primary cortex, following cessation of higher cognitive processes.

e believe we are the first to report post-task beta rebounds in the DAN,

hich modulate significantly (p < 0.05, rm-ANOVA) with WM load and

ay serve to inhibit network activity to return to rest. We also report

egative theta PTRs which may represent re-activation of networks that

ere suppressed during the task. Alpha PTRs correlated with RT in left

ateral visual (p < 0.05, SLR) and left parietal (p < 0.1, SLR) regions,

hile OTRs in the same region showed no correlation with RT – this re-

ult suggests that PTRs are a unique marker of brain function, although

eplication with larger cohorts is required to confirm this. Together our

esults suggest that PTRs in different frequency bands work in concert to

e-establish resting brain activity, by means of inhibition or re-activation

f functional networks. We provide evidence that PTRs may depend on

ask difficulty, such that greater cognitive demand in active networks

equires PTRs of greater amplitude to return to rest. 
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